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Abstract 
 

Automated face recognition has a long history within the field of computer vision, and there have 
been several different classes of approaches to the problem. It has been about fifteen years since 
the “Eigenfaces” method first made an impression on the computer vision research community 
and helped spur interest in appearance-based recognition, biometrics and vision-based human-
computer interface. In this chapter I give a personal view of the original context and motivation 
for the work, some of the strengths and limitations of the approach, and progress in the years 
since. The original Eigenfaces approach was in many respects a reaction to the feature-based 
approaches to face recognition prevalent in the mid-1980s. Appearance-based approaches to 
recognition complement feature- or shape-based approaches, and a practical face recognition 
system should have elements of both. Eigenfaces should not be viewed as a general approach to 
recognition, but rather one tool out of many to be applied and evaluated in the appropriate 
context.  
 

1. Introduction 
The subject of visual processing of human faces has received attention from philosophers and 
scientists for centuries. Aristotle devoted several chapters of the Historia Animalium to the study 
of facial appearance. Physiognomy, the practice or art of inferring intellectual or character 
qualities of a person from outward appearance1, particularly the face and head, has had periods of 
fashion in various societies [65]. Darwin considered facial expression and its identification to be a 
significant advantage for the survival of species [66]. Developmental studies have focused on 
strategies of recognition or identification and the differences between infant and adult subjects. 
Neurological disorders of face perception have been isolated and studied, providing insight into 
normal as well as abnormal face processing. 
 
The ability of a person to recognize another person (e.g., a mate, a child, or an enemy) is 
important for many reasons. There is something about the perception of faces that is very 
fundamental to the human experience. Early in life we learn to associate faces with pleasure, 
fulfillment, and security. As we get older, the subtleties of facial expression enhance our 
communication in myriad ways. The face is our primary focus of attention in social intercourse; 
this can be observed in interaction among animals as well as between humans and animals (and 
even between humans and robots [67]). The face, more than any other part of the body, 
communicates identity, emotion, race, and age, and is also quite useful for judging gender, size, 
and perhaps even character. 

                                                       
1 For example, from Aristotle’s Historia Animalium: “Straight eyebrows are a sign of softness of 
disposition; such as curve in towards the nose, of harshness; such as curve out towards the temples, of 
humour and dissimulation; such as are drawn in towards one another, of jealousy.” 
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It is often observed that the human ability to recognize faces is remarkable. Faces are complex 
visual stimuli, not easily described by simple shapes or patterns; yet people have the ability to 
recognize familiar faces at a glance after years of separation. Many people say “I’m not very 
good at names, but I never forget a face.” Although this quote confuses recall (generally more 
difficult) with recognition (generally less difficult), the point is valid that our face recognition 
capabilities are quite good. Lest we marvel too much at human performance, though, it should 
also be noted that the inability to recognize a face is a common experience as well. Quite often 
we strain to see the resemblance between a picture (e.g., a driver’s license photo) and the real 
person; sometimes we are greeted in a friendly, familiar manner by someone we do not remember 
ever seeing before. Although face recognition in humans may be impressive, it is far from perfect.  
 
Recognition is not only visual; it may occur through a variety of sensory modalities, including 
sound, touch, and even smell. For people, however, the most reliable and accessible modality for 
recognition is the sense of sight. Using vision, a person may be recognized by one’s face, but also 
by clothing, hairstyle, gait, silhouette, skin, etc. People often distinguish animals not by their 
faces but by characteristic markings on their bodies. Similarly, the human face is not the only, 
and may not even be the primary, visual characteristic used for person identification. For 
example, in a home or office setting, a person’s face may be used merely in verifying identity, 
after identity has already been established based on other factors such as clothing, hairstyle, or a 
distinctive moustache. Indeed, the identification of humans may be viewed as a Bayesian 
classification system, with prior probabilities on several relevant random variables. For example, 
a parent is predisposed to recognize his child if, immediately prior to contact, he sees a school bus 
drive by and then hears yelling and familiar light footsteps. Nevertheless, because faces are so 
important in human interaction, no other mode of person identification is as compelling as face 
recognition. 
 
Until rather recently, face recognition was often pointed to as one of those things that “computers 
can’t do,” even by such luminaries as Marvin Minsky [68] and David Hubel [69]. This was a 
motivating factor for many computer vision students and researchers. In addition, facial 
processing had already interested human and biological vision researchers for years, and there 
were many interesting and curious results and theories discussed in the literature.  
 
There has been a great deal of scientific investigation into human face recognition performance, 
seeking to understand and characterize the representations and processes involved. However, a 
thorough understanding of how humans (and animals) represent, process, and recognize faces 
remains an elusive goal. Although studies of face recognition in physiology, neurology, and 
psychology provide insight into the problem of face recognition, they have yet to provide 
substantial practical guidance for computer vision systems in this area. 
 
There are several aspects of recognizing human identity and processing facial information that 
make the problem of face recognition somewhat ill-defined. As mentioned above, recognition of 
a person’s identity is not necessarily (and perhaps rarely) a function of viewing the person’s face 
in isolation. In addition, face recognition is closely related to face (and head and body) detection, 
face tracking, and facial expression analysis. There are many ways in which these “face 
processing” tasks may interrelate. For example, the face may be initially detected and then 
recognized. Alternatively, detection and recognition may be performed in tandem, so that 
detection is merely a successful recognition event. Or facial feature tracking may be performed 
and facial expression analyzed before attempting to recognize the normalized (expressionless) 
face. There are, of course, many additional variations possible. 
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For the purposes of this chapter, “face recognition” and “face identification” describe the same 
task.2 Given an image of a human face, classify that face as one of the individuals whose identity 
is already known by the system, or perhaps as an unknown face. “Face detection” means 
detecting the presence of any face, regardless of identity. “Face location” is specifying the 2D 
position (and perhaps orientation) of a face in the image. “Face tracking” is updating the (2D or 
3D) location of the face. “Facial feature tracking” is updating the (2D or 3D) locations, and 
perhaps the parameterized descriptions, of individual facial features. “Face pose estimation” is 
determining the position and orientation (usually 6 degrees of freedom) of a face. “Facial 
expression analysis” is computing parametric, and perhaps also symbolic, descriptions of facial 
deformations. 
 
Face recognition began to be a hot topic in computer vision in the late 1980s and early 1990s. In 
the past two decades, the field has made substantial progress: starting with a limited set of slow 
techniques with questionable accuracy and applicability, there are now real-time systems installed 
in public spaces and sold in shrink-wrapped boxes. (Whether or not their performance is good 
enough for the intended applications will not be a subject of discussion in this chapter, nor will 
we discuss the significant policy issues that these systems generate. Clearly, however, these are 
topics of great importance, as argued in [62, 63, 64].) 
 
In retrospect, the “Eigenfaces” approach to face recognition popularized initially by Turk and 
Pentland [25, 26, 27] appears to have played a significant role in the field’s emerging popularity. 
Maybe it was due to the part-catchy, part-awkward name given to the technique (never 
underestimate good PR!) or maybe it was due to the simplicity of the approach, which has been 
re-implemented countless times in graduate and undergraduate computer vision courses over the 
years. One could argue that it was the right approach at the right time – different enough from 
previous approaches to the problem that it caught the attention of researchers, and also caught 
(and perhaps even influenced to some small degree) the emerging trends in appearance-based 
vision and learning in vision.  
 
Eigenfaces attracted people to the topic and pushed the state of the art at the time, and it has been 
a very useful pedagogical tool over the years, as well as a useful benchmark for comparison 
purposes. But it has been about fifteen years since the first publications of this work, and many 
other techniques have been introduced; in addition, there have been several modifications and 
improvements to the original Eigenfaces technique. In this chapter we take a brief look back at 
face recognition research over the years, including the motivations and goals of early work in the 
field and the rationale for pursuing Eigenfaces in the first place; we discuss some of the spinoffs 
and improvements over the original method; and we speculate on what may be in store for the 
future of automated face recognition, and for Eigenfaces in particular. 

2. Original Context and Motivations of Eigenfaces 

2.1. Human and biological vision 
Face recognition can be viewed as the problem of robustly identifying an image of a human face, 
given some database of known faces. It has all the difficulties of other vision-based recognition 
problems, as the image changes drastically due to several complex and confounding factors such 
as illumination, camera position, camera parameters (e.g., the specific lens used, the signal gain), 
                                                       
2 The distinction may be made between classifying an object into its general category (“recognition”) and 
labeling the object as a particular member of the category (“identification”), but we will follow the 
common terminology and use these terms interchangeably, with the precise meaning depending on the 
context. 
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and noise. In addition, human faces change due to aging, hairstyle, facial hair, skin changes, 
facial expression, and other factors. These all make the face recognition problem quite difficult 
and unsolvable by direct image matching. Early researchers in the area took several different 
approaches attempting to deal with the complexity; these approaches were motivated by several 
different factors. 
 
Much of the interest in face recognition in the mid-1980s was motivated by an interest in human 
and biological vision, and especially some exciting findings related to agnosia and object-
selective visual recognition. Visual agnosia is a neurological impairment in the higher visual 
processes which leads to a defect in object recognition [70]. Agnosic patients can often “see” 
well, in that there is little apparent deficit in spatial vision or perception of form. The dysfunction 
is specific to some class of objects or shapes, such as perceiving letters or any object from an 
unusual viewpoint. Etcoff et al. [71] report a patient’s description of his agnosia to be like 
“attempting to read illegible handwriting: you know that it is handwriting, you know where the 
words are and letters stop and start, but you have no clue as to what they signify.” 
 
Prosopagnosia, from the Greek prosopon (face) and agnosia (not knowing), refers to the inability 
to recognize familiar faces by visual inspection [72, 73, 74]. Prosopagnosic patients, although 
very few in number, have proved to be a valuable resource in probing the function of face 
recognition. Prosopagnosics can typically identify the separate features of a face, such as the eyes 
or mouth, but have no idea to whom they belong. They may recognize the sex, age, pleasantness, 
or expression of a face, without an awareness of the identity:  
 

I was sitting at the table with my father, my brother and his wife. Lunch had been served. 
Suddenly… something funny happened: I found myself unable to recognize anyone 
around me. They looked unfamiliar. I was aware that they were two men and a woman; I 
could see the different parts of their faces but I could not associate those faces with 
known persons.... Faces had normal features but I could not identify them. (Agnetti et al., 
p. 51, quoted in [75]) 

 
There is evidence that damage to a particular area of the right hemisphere has a predominant role 
in producing face recognition difficulties. The question arises, is face recognition a special, 
localized, subsystem of vision? One way to approach this question, and additionally to learn 
about the neural mechanisms involved in face recognition and object recognition in general, is by 
recording the activity of brain cells while performing visual tasks including observing and 
recognizing faces. Through single cell recording, a number of physiologists found what seem to 
be “face” neurons in monkeys, responding selectively to the presence of a face in the visual field. 
Perrett et al. [76, 77, 78] found cells in area STS of the rhesus monkey which were selectively 
responsive to faces in the visual field. Many of these cells were insensitive to transformations 
such as rotation. Different cells responded to different features or subsets of features, while most 
responded to partially obscured faces. Some cells responded to line drawings of faces. About 10% 
of the cells were sensitive to identity. Other researchers (e.g. [4, 79, 80]) have found cells with 
similar properties in monkey inferior temporal cortex, concluding that there may be specialized 
mechanisms for the analysis of faces in IT cortex. Kendrick and Baldwin [81] even found face-
selective cells in sheep. 
 
Psychologists have used both normal and prosopagnosic subjects to investigate models of face 
processing, recognition, and identification. In addition to the theoretical and clinical pursuits of 
neuroscience, the validity and limitations of eye-witness testimony in criminal proceedings has 
spurred much face recognition research in cognitive psychology. Yin [82] presented pictures of 
faces in various orientations and tested subsequent recall, finding that the recall performance for 
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inverted faces was degraded more than that of other configuration-specific stimuli such as 
landscapes or animals. He argued for a special face-processing mechanism to account for this 
effect. Others have furthered these techniques to experiment with face images which have been 
modified in several ways. Developmental studies (e.g. [83]) have observed the development of 
face recognition from infant to adult. Carey and Diamond [84] found that the effect of inversion 
on face recognition described by Yin increases over the first decade of life, suggesting that young 
children represent faces in terms of salient isolated features (“piecemeal representation”), rather 
than in terms of configurational properties used by older children and adults (“configurational 
representation”). In recent years there seems to be a growing consensus that both configurational 
properties and feature properties are important for face recognition [4]. Carey and Diamond [85] 
claimed that face recognition is not a special, unique system, and that the inversion effect may be 
due to a gain in the ability to exploit distinguishing “second-order relational features.”  
 
A number of experiments have explored feature saliency, attempting to discern the relative 
importance of different features or areas of the face. Although the early experiments generally 
agreed on the importance of face outline, hair, and eyes – and the relative unimportance of the 
nose and mouth – there is evidence that these results may be biased by the artifacts of the 
techniques and face presentations used [4]. Along with stored face images, a number of 
researchers [86, 87] have used face stimuli constructed from Identikit or Photofit2 to explore 
strategies of face recognition. Use of these kits may actually bias the experiments, however, since 
there is an underlying assumption that a face can be properly decomposed into its constituent 
features: eyes, ears, nose, mouth, etc. One lesson from the study of human face recognition is that 
approaches which treat faces as a collection of independent parts are unlikely to be relevant to the 
perception of real faces, where the parts themselves are difficult or impossible to delimit [4]. 
Consequently artists’ sketches are better than face construction kits in reproducing the likeness of 
a target face. Faces grow and develop in a way such that features are mutually constraining. In 
fact these growth patterns can be expressed mathematically and used to predict the effects of 
aging [88]. Such techniques have already been used successfully in the location of missing 
children years after their disappearance [89]. Other studies have shown that expression and 
identity seem to be relatively independent tasks [90, 91], which is also supported by some 
neurological studies of prosopagnosics.  

2.2. Compelling applications of face recognition 
The research that led to Eigenfaces had several motivations, not the least of which was industry 
funding with the aim of developing television set-top boxes that could visually monitor viewers 
as an automated “people meter” to determine television ratings. This required a real-time system 
to locate, track, and identify possible viewers in a scene. Besides identifying typical members of 
the household, such a system should also detect unknown people (and perhaps ask them to enter 
relevant information, such as their sex and age) and distinguish between valid viewers and, for 
example, the family dog. It was also important to know when the television was on but no one 
was viewing it, and when people were in the vicinity but not actively watching. For this 
application, computation efficiency and ease of use (including training) were primary 
considerations. 
 
General surveillance and security applications were also a motivating application, especially 
criminal mugshot identification. Whereas recognizing members of a family for use as an 
automated people meter required a small database of known identities, many security applications 
required a very large database, so memory and storage requirements were important; full images 
could not be stored and matched for each entry. 
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Other areas of interest that motivated work in face recognition at the time included image 
compression, film development, and human-computer interaction.  In the areas of image 
compression for transmission of movies and television, and in general any “semantic 
understanding” of video signals, the presence of people in the scene is important. For example, in 
partitioning the spatial-temporal bandwidth for an advanced HDTV transmission, more 
bandwidth should be given to people than to cars, since the audience is much more likely to care 
about the image quality and detail of the human actors than of inanimate objects. The detection of 
faces in photograph negatives or originals could be quite useful in color film development, since 
the effect of many enhancement or noise reduction techniques depends on the picture content. 
Automated color enhancement is desirable for most parts of the scene, but may have an 
undesirable effect on flesh tones. (It is fine for the yellowish grass to appear greener, but not so 
fine for Uncle Harry to look like a Martian!) In human-computer interaction, there was a growing 
interest in creating machines that understand, communicate with, and react to humans in natural 
ways; detecting and recognizing faces is a key component of such natural interaction. 
 
Interest in computer-based automated face recognition in the mid-1980s was motivated by several 
factors, including an interest in the mechanisms of biological and human vision, general object 
recognition, image coding, and neural networks. Today, the field is largely driven by applications 
in security and surveillance, perceptual interfaces [92], and content-based query of image and 
video. Questions of relevance to biological vision (mechanisms of human face recognition) are 
still of interest, but they are not a major motivation. 

2.3. Object recognition strategies 
Object recognition has long been a goal of computer vision, and it has turned out to be a very 
difficult endeavor. The primary difficulty in attempting to recognize objects from imagery comes 
from the immense variability of object appearance due to several factors, which are all 
confounded in the image data. Shape and reflectance are intrinsic properties of an object, but an 
image of the object is a function of several other factors, including the illumination, the viewpoint 
of the camera (or, equivalently, the pose of the object), and various imaging parameters such as 
aperture, exposure time, lens aberrations and sensor spectral response. Object recognition in 
computer vision has been dominated by attempts to infer from images information about objects 
that is relatively invariant to these sources of image variation. In the Marr paradigm [7], the 
prototype of this approach, the first stage of processing extracts intrinsic information from 
images; i.e., image features such as edges that are likely to be caused by surface reflectance 
changes or discontinuities in surface depth or orientation. The second stage continues to abstract 
away from the particular image values, inferring surface properties such as orientation and depth 
from the earlier stage. In the final stage, an object is represented as a three dimensional shape in 
its own coordinate frame, completely removed from the intensity values of the original image. 
 
This general approach to recognition can be contrasted with appearance-based approaches, such 
as correlation, which matches image data directly. These approaches tend to be much easier to 
implement than methods based on object shape – correlation only requires a stored image of the 
object, while a full 3D shape model is very difficult to compute – but they tend to be very specific 
to an imaging condition. If the lighting, viewpoint, or anything else of significance changes, the 
old image template is likely to be useless for recognition. 
 
The idea of using pixel values, rather than features that are more invariant to changes in lighting 
and other variations in imaging conditions, was counter-intuitive to many. After all, the whole 
point of the Marr paradigm of vision was to abstract away from raw pixel values to higher level, 
invariant representations such as 3D shape. Mumford [8] illustrated some of these objections with 
a toy example: recognizing a widget that comprises a one-dimensional black line with one white 
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dot somewhere on it. He shows that for this example the eigenspace is no more efficient than the 
image space, and a feature-based approach (where the feature is the position of the white dot) is a 
much simpler solution. This example, however, misses the point of the Eigenfaces approach, 
which can be seen in the following counter-example. 
 
Imagine starting with images of two different people’s faces. They differ in the precise location of 
facial features (eyes, nostrils, mouth corners, etc.) and in grayscale values throughout. Now warp 
one image so that all the extractable features of that face line up with those of the first face. 
(Warping consists of applying a two-dimensional motion vector to every pixel in the image and 
interpolating properly to avoid blank areas and aliasing.) The eyes line up, the noses line up, the 
mouth corners line up, etc. The feature-based description is now identical for both images. Do the 
images now look like the same person? Not at all – in many (perhaps most) cases the warped 
image is perceived as only slightly different from its original. Here is a case where an 
appearance-based approach will surely outperform a simple feature-based approach. 
 
Soon after Mumford’s toy example was introduced, Brunelli and Poggio [9] investigated generic 
feature-based and template-based approaches to face recognition and concluded that the template-
based approach worked better, at least for their particular database of frontal view face images.  
 
Of course, both of these examples are extreme cases. A face is nothing like a black line with a 
white dot. Nor is the variation in facial feature locations and feature descriptions so small as to be 
insignificant. Clearly, both geometric and photometric information can be useful in recognizing 
faces.  
 
In the past decade, learning has become a very significant issue in visual recognition. Rather than 
laboriously constructing 3D shape models or expected features manually, it would be a beneficial 
for a system to learn the models automatically. And rather than enumerating all the conditions 
that require new image models or templates, it would be helpful for the system to analyze the 
imaging conditions to decide on optimal representations, or to learn from a collection of images 
what attributes of appearance will be most effective in recognition. It is likely that no recognition 
system of any reasonable complexity – that is, no system that solves a non-trivial recognition 
problem – will work without incorporating learning as a central component. For learning to be 
effective, enough data must be acquired to allow a system to account for the various components 
of the images, those intrinsic to the object and otherwise. 
 
The concept of robustness (stability in the presence of various types of noise and a reasonable 
quantity of outliers) has also become very important in computer vision in the past decade or 
more. System performance (e.g., recognition rate) should decrease gracefully as the amount of 
noise or uncertainty increases. Noise can come from many sources: thermal noise in the imaging 
process, noise added in transmission and storage, lens distortion, unexpected markings on an 
object’s surface, occlusions, etc. An object recognition algorithm that requires perfect images will 
not work in practice, and the ability to characterize a system’s performance in the presence of 
noise is vital. 
 
For face recognition systems, learning and robustness must also be balanced with practical speed 
requirements. Whether the task is offline, real-time, or the intermediate “interactive-time” (with a 
human in the loop), constraints on processing time are always an issue in face recognition. 
 
As with most recognition tasks, the source images (face images) comprise pixel values that are 
influenced by several factors such as shape, reflectance, pose, occlusion, and illumination. The 
human face is an extremely complex object, with both rigid and non-rigid components that vary 
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over time, sometimes quite rapidly. The object is covered with skin, a non-uniformly textured 
material that is difficult to model either geometrically or photometrically. Skin can change color 
quickly when one is embarrassed or becomes warm or cold. The reflectance properties of the skin 
can also change rather quickly, as perspiration level changes. The face is highly deformable, and 
facial expressions reveal a wide variety of possible configurations. Other time-varying changes 
include the growth and removal of facial hair, wrinkles and sagging of the skin brought about by 
aging, skin blemishes, and changes in skin color and texture caused by exposure to sun. Add to 
that the many common artifact-related changes, such as cuts and scrapes, bandages, makeup, 
jewelry and piercings, and it is clear that the human face is much more difficult to model (and 
thus recognize) than most objects. 
 
Partly because of this difficulty, face recognition has been considered a challenging problem in 
computer vision for some time, and the amount of effort in the research community devoted to 
this topic has increased significantly over the years. 

2.4. Face recognition through the 1980s 
In general, face recognition has been viewed as both an interesting scientific direction of research 
(possibly helping to understand human vision) and as a useful technology to develop. The big 
question in the mid-1980s was how to go about solving the problem? Perhaps more importantly, 
how to go about defining the problem? Face recognition was viewed as a high-level visual task, 
while basic areas such as stereo and motion perception were still not completely understood. 
However, the tasks involved in face processing are reasonably constrained; some may even have 
a degree of “hardwiring” in biological systems. Faces present themselves quite consistently in 
expected positions and orientations; their configuration (the arrangement of the components) 
seldom changes; they are rather symmetrical. On the other hand, human face recognition and 
identification is very robust in the face of external changes (e.g. hair styles, tan, facial hair, 
eyeglasses), so a recognition scheme cannot be rigid or overly constrained.  
 
Should one approach face recognition via the framework of the “Marr paradigm,” building a 
primal sketch or intrinsic images from the raw image data, then a viewer-centered 2 ½ D sketch 
revealing scene discontinuities, and finally a 3D object-centered representation on which to 
perform recognition? Or should face recognition be a very specialized task, somewhat separate 
from other general object recognition approaches, as perhaps suggested by some of the human 
vision literature? Until the late 1980s, most of the work in automated face detection and 
recognition had focused on detecting individual features such as the eyes, nose, mouth, and head 
outline, and defining a face model by the position, size, and relationships among these features, 
with some newer methods based on neural networks, correlation-based techniques, and shape 
matching from range data.  
 
Attempts to automate human face recognition by computers began in the late 1960s and early 
1970s. Bledsoe [12] was the first to report semi-automated face recognition, using a hybrid 
human-computer system which classified faces on the basis of fiducial marks entered on 
photographs by hand. Parameters for the classification were normalized distances and ratios 
among points such as eye corners, mouth corners, nose tip, and chin point. Kelly [13] and Kanade 
[14] built probably the first fully automated face recognition systems, extracting feature 
measurements from digitized images and classifying the feature vector. At Bell Labs, Harmon, 
Goldstein and their colleagues [15, 93, 94] developed an interactive system for face recognition 
based on a vector of up to 21 features, which were largely subjective evaluations (e.g. shade of 
hair, length of ears, lip thickness) made by human subjects. The system recognized known faces 
from this feature vector using standard pattern classification techniques. Each of these subjective 
features however would be quite difficult to automate.  
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Sakai et al. [95] described a system which locates features in a Laplacian-filtered image by 
template-matching. This was used to find faces in images, but not to recognize them. A more 
sophisticated approach by Fischler and Elschlager [96] attempted to locate image features 
automatically. They described a linear embedding algorithm which used local feature template 
matching and a global measure to perform image matching. The technique was applied to faces, 
but not to recognition. The first automated system to recognize people was developed by Kelly 
[13]. He developed heuristic, goal-directed methods to measure distances in standardized images 
of the body and head, based on edge information.   
 
Kanade’s face identification system [14] was the first automated system to use a top-down control 
strategy directed by a generic model of expected feature characteristics of the face. His system 
calculated a set of facial parameters from a single face image, comprised of normalized distances, 
areas, and angles between fiducial points. He used a pattern classification technique to match the 
face to one of a known set, a purely statistical approach depending primarily on local histogram 
analysis and absolute gray-scale values.  
 
In a similar spirit, Harmon et al. [15] recognized face profile silhouettes by automatically 
choosing fiducial points to construct a 17-dimensional feature vector for recognition. Gordon [16] 
also investigated face recognition using side view facial profiles. Others have also approached 
automated face recognition by characterizing a face by a set of geometric parameters and 
performing pattern recognition based on the parameters (e.g. [97, 98, 99]).  
 
Yuille et al. [17] and others have used deformable templates, parameterized models of features 
and sets of features with given spatial relations. Various approaches using neural networks (e.g., 
[18, 19]) have attempted to move away from purely feature-based methods. Moving beyond 
typical intensity images, Lapresté [20], Lee and Milios [21], Gordon [22] and others used range 
data to build and match models of faces and face features. 
 
By the late 1980s, there had been several feature-based approaches to face recognition. For object 
recognition in general, the most common approach was to extract features from objects, build 
some sort of model from these features, and perform recognition by matching feature sets. 
Features, and the geometrical relationships among them, are stable under varying illumination 
conditions and pose – if they can be reliably calculated. However, it is often the case that they 
cannot, so the problem became more and more complex. Indexing schemes and other techniques 
were developed to cope with the inevitable noisy, spurious, and missing features. 
 
A number of researchers (e.g. [100, 101]) were using faces or face features as input and training 
patterns to neural networks with a hidden layer, trained using backpropagation, but on small data 
sets. Fleming and Cottrell [19] extended these ideas using nonlinear units, training the system by 
back propagation. The system accurately evaluated “faceness,” identity, and to a lesser degree 
gender, and reported a degree of robustness to partial input and brightness variations. Cottrell and 
Metcalfe [102] built on this work, reporting identity, gender, and facial expression evaluations by 
the network. The WISARD system [103] was a general-purpose binary pattern recognition device 
based on neural net principles. It was applied with some success to face images, recognizing both 
identity and expression.  
 
Range data has the advantage of being free from many of the imaging artifacts of intensity 
images. Surface curvature, which is invariant with respect to viewing angle, may be quite a useful 
property in shape matching and object recognition. Lapresté et al. [20] presented an analysis of 
curvature properties of range images of faces, and propose a pattern vector comprised of 
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distances between characteristic points. Sclaroff and Pentland [104] reported preliminary 
recognition results based on range data of heads.  
 
Lee and Milios [21] explored matching range images of faces represented as extended Gaussian 
images. They claimed that meaningful features correspond to convex regions and are therefore 
easier to identify than in intensity images. Gordon [22] represented face features based on 
principal curvatures, calculating minimum and maximum curvature maps which are used for 
segmentation and feature detection. The major drawback of these approaches is the dependency 
on accurate, dense range data, which is currently not available using passive imaging systems, 
while active range systems can be very cumbersome and expensive. In addition, it is not clear that 
range information alone is sufficient for reliable recognition [105].  
 
In 1988, as Sandy Pentland and I began to think about face recognition, we looked at the existing 
feature-based approaches and wondered if they were erring by discarding most of the image data. 
If extracting local features was at one extreme, what might be an effective way of experimenting 
with the other extreme, i.e., working with a global, holistic face representation? We began to 
build on work by Sirovich and Kirby [23] on coding face images using Principal Components 
Analysis (PCA). Around the same time, Burt [24] was developing a system for face recognition 
using pyramids, multiresolution face representations. The era of appearance-based approaches to 
face recognition had begun. 

3. Eigenfaces 
The Eigenfaces approach, based on PCA, was never intended to be the definitive solution to face 
recognition. Rather, it was an attempt to re-introduce the use of information “between the 
features”; that is, it was an attempt to swing back the pendulum somewhat to balance the attention 
to isolated features. Given the context of the problem at the time – the history of various 
approaches and the particular requirements of the motivating applications – we wanted to 
consider face recognition methods that would meet the basic application requirements but with a 
different approach than what had been pursued up to that time. Feature-based approaches seemed 
to solve some issues but threw away too much information. Neural network approaches at the 
time seemed to depend on “black box” solutions that could not be clearly analyzed. Approaches 
using range data were too cumbersome or expensive for our main application interests, and also 
did not appeal to our human vision motivations.  
 
Much of the previous work on automated face recognition had ignored the issue of just what 
aspects of the face stimulus are important for identification, by either treating the face as a 
uniform pattern or assuming that the positions of features are an adequate representation. It is not 
evident, however, that such representations are sufficient to support robust face recognition. 
Depending too much on features, for example, causes problems when the image is degraded by 
noise or features are occluded (e.g., by sunglasses). We would like to somehow allow for a 
system to decide what is important to encode for recognition purposes, rather than specifying that 
initially. 
 
This suggested that an information theory approach of coding and decoding face images may give 
insight into the information content of face images, emphasizing the significant local and global 
features, which may or may not be directly related to our intuitive notion of face features such as 
the eyes, nose, lips, and ears. This may even have important implications for the use of 
construction tools such as Identikit and Photofit [4], which treat faces as “jigsaws” of independent 
parts. Such a system motivated by information theory would seek to extract the relevant 
information in a face image, encode it as efficiently as possible, and compare one face encoding 
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with a database of models encoded similarly. One approach to extracting the information 
contained in an image of a face is to somehow capture the variation in a collection of face images, 
independent of any judgment of features, and use this information to encode and compare 
individual face images.  

3.1. Image Space  
Appearance-based approaches to vision begin with the concept of image space. A two-
dimensional image I(x,y) may be viewed as a point (or vector) in a very high dimensional space, 
called image space, where each coordinate of the space corresponds to a sample (pixel) of the 
image. For example, an image with 32 rows and 32 columns describes a point in a 1024-
dimensional image space. In general, an image of r rows and c columns describes a point in N-
dimensional image space, where N = rc. This representation obfuscates the neighborhood 
relationship (distance in the image plane) inherent in a two-dimensional image. That is, 
rearranging the pixels in the image (and changing neighborhood relationships) will have no 
practical effect on its image space representation, as long as all other images are identically 
rearranged. Spatial operations such as edge detection, linear filtering, and translation are not local 
operations in image space. A 3x3 spatial image filter is not an efficient operation in image space; 
it is accomplished by multiplication with a very large, sparse NxN matrix. On the other hand, the 
image space representation helps to clarify the relationships among collections of images. 
 
With this image representation, the image becomes a very high dimensional “feature,” and so one 
can use traditional feature-based methods in recognition. So, merely by considering an image as a 
vector, feature-based methods can be used to accomplish appearance-based recognition; that is, 
operations typically performed on feature vectors, such as clustering and distance metrics, can be 
performed on images directly. Of course, the high dimensionality of the image space makes many 
feature-based operations implausible, so they cannot be applied without some thought towards 
efficiency. As image resolution increases, so does the dimensionality of the image space. At the 
limit, a continuous image maps to an infinite-dimensional image space. Fortunately, many key 
calculations scale with the number of sample images rather than the dimensionality of the image 
space, allowing for efficiency even with relatively high resolution imagery. 
 
If an image of an object is a point in image space, a collection of M images gives rise to M points 
in image space; these may be considered as samples of a probability distribution. One can 
imagine that all possible images of the object (under all lighting conditions, scales, etc.) define a 
manifold within the image space. How large is image space, and how large might a manifold be 
for a given object? To get an intuitive estimate of the vastness of image space, consider a tiny 8x8 
binary (one bit) image. The number of image points (the number of distinct images) in this image 
space is 264. If a very fast computer could evaluate one billion images per second, it would take 
almost 600 years to exhaustively evaluate the space. For grayscale and color images of 
reasonable sizes, the corresponding numbers are unfathomably large. It is clear that recognition 
by exhaustively enumerating or searching image space is impossible. 
 
This representation brings up a number of questions relevant to appearance-based object 
recognition. What is the relationship between points in image space that correspond to all images 
of a particular object, such as a human face? Is it possible to efficiently characterize this subset of 
all possible images? Can this subset be learned from a set of sample training images? What is the 
“shape” of this subset of image space? 
 
Consider an image of an object to be recognized. This image I(r, c) is a point x in image space, 
or, equivalently, a feature in a high-dimensional feature space. The image pixel I(r, c) can be 
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mapped to the ith component of the image point (xi) by i = r⋅ width + c. A straightforward pattern 
classification approach to recognition involves determining the minimal distance between a new 
face image x and pre-existing face classes x~ . That is, given k prototype images of known objects, 
find the prototype ix~  that satisfies 

 
A common distance metric is merely the Euclidian distance in the feature space,  
  

 
This is the L2 norm, the mean squared difference between the images. Other metrics, such as the 
L1 norm, or other versions of the Minkowski metric, may also be used to define distance. 
However, these are relatively expensive to compute. Correlation is a more efficient operator, and 
under certain conditions maximizing correlation is equivalent to minimizing the Euclidian 
distance, so it is often used as an approximate similarity metric. 
 
If all images of an object clustered around a point (or a small number of points) in image space, 
and if this cluster were well separated from other object clusters, object recognition – face 
recognition, in this case – would be relatively straightforward. In this case, a simple metric such 
as Euclidian distance or correlation would work just fine. Still, it would not be terribly efficient, 
especially with large images and many objects (known faces). The Eigenfaces approach was 
developed in an attempt to improve on both performance and efficiency. 

3.2. PCA 
Considering the vastness of image space, it seems reasonable to begin with the following 
presuppositions: 
 

• Images of a particular object (such as an individual’s face), under various 
transformations, occupy a relatively small but distinct region of the image space. 

• Different objects (different faces) occupy different regions of image space. 
• Whole classes of objects (all faces under various transformations) occupy a still relatively 

small but distinct region of the image space. 
 
These lead to the following questions about face images: 
 

• What is the shape and dimensionality of an individual’s “face space,” and how can it be 
succinctly modeled and used in recognition? 

• What is the shape and dimensionality of the complete face space, and how can it be 
succinctly modeled and used in recognition? 

• Within the larger space, are the individual spaces separated enough to allow for reliable 
classification among individuals? 

• Is the complete face space distinct enough to allow for reliable face/non-face 
classification? 

 
The Eigenfaces framework [25, 26, 27] provided a convenient start to investigating these and 
related issues. Let us review the basic steps in an Eigenfaces-based recognition scheme. Principle 
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Component Analysis (PCA) [28] provides a method to efficiently represent a collection of sample 
points, reducing the dimensionality of the description by projecting the points onto the principal 
axes, an orthonormal set of axes pointing in the directions of maximum covariance in the data. 
PCA minimizes the mean squared projection error for a given number of dimensions (axes), and 
provides a measure of importance (in terms of total projection error) for each axis. Transforming 
a point to the new space is a linear transformation. A simple example of PCA is shown in Figure 
1. Projecting face and non-face images into face space is shown in Figure 2. 
 
Let a set of face images {xi} of several people be represented as a matrix X, where  
 

 
and X is of dimension N x M, where N is the number of pixels in an image, the dimension of the 
image space which contains {xi}. The difference from the average face image (the sample mean) 
x  is the matrix X′, 

 
Principal Components Analysis seeks a set of M-1 orthogonal vectors, ei, which best describes the 
distribution of the input data in a least-squares sense, i.e., the Euclidian projection error is 
minimized. The typical method of computing the principal components is to find the eigenvectors 
of the covariance matrix C, where 

 

 
is N x N. This will normally be a huge matrix, and a full eigenvector calculation is impractical. 
Fortunately, there are only M-1 non-zero eigenvalues, and they can be computed more efficiently 
with an M x M eigenvector calculation. It is easy to show the relationship between the two. The 
eigenvectors ei and eigenvalues λi of C are such that 
 

 
These are related to the eigenvectors êi and eigenvalues µi of the matrix D= X’T X’ in the 
following way: 

 
 
showing that the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of C can be computed as 
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In other words, the eigenvectors of the (large) matrix C are equal to the eigenvectors of the much 
smaller matrix D, premultiplied by the matrix X’. The non-zero eigenvalues of C are equal to the 
eigenvalues of D. 
 
Once the eigenvectors of C are found, they are sorted according to their corresponding 
eigenvalues; a larger eigenvalue means that more of the variance in the data is captured by the 
eigenvector. Part of the efficiency of the Eigenfaces approach comes from the next step, which is 
to eliminate all but the “best” k eigenvectors (those with the highest k eigenvalues). From there 
on, the “face space,” spanned by the top k eigenvectors, is the feature space for recognition. The 
eigenvectors are merely linear combinations of the images from the original data set. Because 
they appear as somewhat ghostly faces, as shown in Figure 3, they are called Eigenfaces. 
 
PCA has been used in pattern recognition and classification systems for decades. Sirovich and 
Kirby [23, 29] used PCA to form eigenpictures to compress face images, a task for which low 
mean-squared error reproduction is important. Turk and Pentland [25] used PCA for representing, 
detecting, and recognizing faces. Murase and Nayar [30] used a similar eigenspace in a 
parametric representation that encoded pose and illumination variation, as well as identity. 
Finlayson, et al. [31] extended grayscale Eigenfaces to color images. Craw [32], Moghadam [33], 
Lanitis et al. [34] and others have subsequently used Eigenfaces as one component of a larger 
system for recognizing faces. 
 
The original Eigenfaces recognition scheme involves two main parts, creating the eigenspace and 
recognition using Eigenfaces. The first part (described above) is an off-line initialization 
procedure; that is, it is performed initially and only needs to be recomputed if the training set 
changes. The Eigenfaces are constructed from an initial set of face images (the training set) by 
applying PCA to the image ensemble, after first subtracting the mean image. The output is a set 
of Eigenfaces and their corresponding eigenvalues. Only the Eigenfaces corresponding to the top 
M eigenvalues are kept – these define the face space. For each individual in the training set, the 
average face image is calculated (if there is more than one instance of that individual), and this 
image is projected into the face space as the individual’s class prototype. 
 
The second part comprises the ongoing recognition procedure. When a new image is input to the 
system, the mean image is subtracted and the result is projected into the face space. This produces 
a value for each Eigenface; together, the values comprise the image’s Eigenface descriptors. The 
Euclidian distance between the new image and its projection into face space is called the 
“distance from face space” (DFFS), the reconstruction error. If the DFFS is above a given 
threshold, the image is rejected as not a face – in other words, it is not well enough represented by 
the Eigenfaces to be deemed a possible face of interest. 
 
If the DFFS is sufficiently small, then the image is classified as a face. If the projection into face 
space is if sufficiently close to one of the known face classes (by some metric such as Euclidian 
distance) then it is recognized as the corresponding individual. Otherwise, it is considered as an 
unknown face (and possibly added to the training set). Figure 4 shows a DFFS map 
corresponding to an input scene image; the face is located at the point where the DFFS map is a 
minimum. 
 
Eigenfaces was originally used both for detection (via DFFS) and identification of faces. Figure 5 
shows the overall system that was first constructed to use simple motion processing to indicate 
the likely area for the head; then within a smaller image segment, DFFS was used to determine 
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the most likely face position, where face recognition was attempted. The complete tracking, 
detection, and recognition ran at a few frames per second on a 1990 workstation. 
 
Although the early Eigenfaces papers did not clearly articulate how the background was handled, 
Figure 6 shows the two standard mechanisms used to eliminate or minimize background effects. 
Given a particular expected scale (size of face), masking out the background around the face 
(possibly including most of the hair and ears) adequately removes the background from 
consideration. 
 
The basic Eigenfaces technique raises a number of issues, such as: 
 

• How to select k, the number of Eigenfaces to keep 
• How to efficiently update the face space when new images are added to the data set 
• How best to represent classes and perform classification within the face space 
• How to separate intraclass and interclass variations in the initial calculation of face space 
• How to generalize from a limited set of face images and imaging conditions 

 
There are obvious shortcomings of the basic Eigenfaces technique. For example, significant 
variation in scale, orientation, translation, and lighting will cause it to fail. Several appearance-
based recognition methods first scale the input image to match the scale of the object in a 
prototype template image. While this is usually an effective approximation, one must consider 
that scaling an image is equivalent to changing a camera’s focal length, or performing an optical 
zoom, but it is not equivalent to moving a camera closer to the object. A translated image 
introduces occlusion, while a zoomed image does not. In addition, the reflectance is different for 
a translated image because of a slightly different angle of incidence. For an object with significant 
depth and nearby light sources, approximating translation with an image zoom may not work 
well. In other words, an image from the database of a face taken from one meter away will not 
perfectly match another image of the same face taken five meters away and zoomed in an 
appropriate amount. 

3.3. Eigenobjects 
An obvious question in response to approaching face recognition via Eigenfaces is what about 
recognizing other objects and entities using a similar approach? Is this method particular to faces, 
or to some particular class of objects, or is it a general recognition method? What recognition 
problems are best tackled from a view-based perspective in general? 
 
Since the initial Eigenface work, several researchers have introduced PCA-based approaches to 
recognition problems. These include “eigeneyes,” “eigennoses,” and “eigenmouths” for the 
representation, detection, and recognition of facial features [27, 57, 56, 55]; “eigenears” as a 
biometric modality [58]; “eigenexpression” for facial expression analysis [27, 53]; 
“eigenfeatures” for image registration and retrieval [51, 50]; “eigentracking” as an approach to 
view-based tracking, and “eigentexture” as a 3D texture representation [59]. In addition to these 
vision techniques, there have been similar approaches, some inspired by the Eigenfaces work, in 
other areas: for example, “eigenvoices” for speech recognition and adaptation [48, 49] and 
“eigengenes” and “eigenexpression” in genetics. 
 
Most notably, the Nayar and Murase work [30], mentioned above, utilized an eigenspace 
approach to represent and recognize general 3D objects at various poses, formulating object and 
pose recognition as parameterized appearance matching. They recognized and determined the 
pose of 100 objects in real-time [60] by creating appearance manifolds based on the learned 
eigenspace. 
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4. Improvements to and extensions of Eigenfaces 
Despite its shortcomings, there are a number of attractive aspects to Eigenface methods, 
especially including the progress of the past decade. Since Burt [24], Turk and Pentland [26], 
Craw [32] and others began to use appearance-based methods in detecting and recognizing faces, 
there has been a voluminous amount of work on the topic, motivated by several factors. 
Applications of computer vision in human-computer interaction (HCI), biometrics, and image and 
video database systems have spurred interest in face recognition (as well as human gesture 
recognition and activity analysis). There are currently several companies that market face 
recognition systems for a variety of biometric applications, such as user authentication for ATM 
machines, door access to secure areas, and computer login, as well as a variety of 
HCI/entertainment applications, such as computer games, videoconferencing with computer-
generated avatars, and direct control of animated characters (digital puppeteering). Conferences 
now exist, which are well attended, devoted to face recognition and related topics, and several 
good survey papers are available that track the various noteworthy results (e.g., Zhao et al. [106]). 
The state of the art in face recognition is exemplified both by the commercial systems, on which 
much effort is spent to make them work in realistic imaging situations, and by various research 
groups exploring new techniques and better approaches to old techniques.  
 
The Eigenfaces approach, as originally articulated, intentionally threw away all feature-based 
information in order to explore the boundaries of an appearance-based approach to recognition. 
Subsequent work by Moghaddam [33], Lanitis et al. [35] and others have moved toward merging 
the two approaches, with predictably better results than either approach alone. The original 
Eigenfaces framework did not explicitly account for variations in lighting, scale, viewing angle, 
facial expressions, or any of the other many ways facial images of an individual may change. The 
expectation was that the training set would contain enough variation so that it would be modeled 
in the Eigenfaces. Subsequent work has made progress in characterizing and accounting for these 
variations (e.g., [36] and [37]) while merging the best aspects of both feature-based and 
appearance-based approaches. 
 
A few approaches in particular are significant in terms of their timing and impact. Craw et al. [32] 
were among the first to combine processing face shape (two dimensional shape, as defined by 
feature locations) with Eigenface-based recognition. They normalized the face images 
geometrically based on 34 face landmarks in an attempt to isolate the photometric (intensity) 
processing from geometric factors. Von der Malsburg and his colleagues [38, 39] introduced 
several systems based on elastic graph matching, which utilizes a hybrid approach where local 
grayscale information is combined with global feature structure. Cootes and Taylor and 
colleagues [40] presented a unified approach to combining local and global information, using 
flexible shape models to explicitly model both shape and intensity. 
 
Recent results in appearance-based recognition applied to face recognition and other tasks include 
more sophisticated learning methods (e.g., [41]), warping and morphing face images [42, 43] to 
accommodate a wider range of face poses, including previously unseen poses, explicitly dealing 
with issues of robustness [44], and better methods of modeling interclass and intraclass variations 
and performing classification [45]. Independent Component Analysis (ICA), for example, is a 
generalization of PCA that separates the high-order dependencies in the input, in addition to the 
second-order dependencies that PCA encodes [46]. The original Eigenfaces method used a single 
representation and transformation for all face images, whether they originated from one 
individual or many; it also used the simplest techniques possible, nearest-neighbor Euclidian 
distance, for classification in the face space. Subsequent work has improved significantly on these 
first steps. Moghaddam et al. [33] developed a probabilistic matching algorithm that uses a 
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Bayesian approach to separately model both interclass and intraclass distributions. This improves 
on the implicit assumption that the images of all individuals have a similar distribution. Penev 
and Sirovich [47] investigated the dimensionality of face space, concluding that for very large 
databases, at least 200 Eigenfaces are needed to sufficiently capture global variations such as 
lighting, small scale and pose variations, race, and sex. In addition, at least twice that many are 
necessary for minor, identity-distinguishing details such as exact eyebrow, nose, or eye shape. 
 

5. Summary 
Appearance-based approaches to recognition have made a comeback from the early days of 
computer vision research, and the Eigenfaces approach to face recognition may have helped bring 
this about. Clearly, though, face recognition is far from being a solved problem, whether by 
Eigenfaces or any other technique. The progress during the past decade on face recognition has 
been encouraging, although one must still refrain from assuming that the excellent recognition 
rates from any given experiment can be repeated in different circumstances. They usually cannot. 
Reports of dismal performance of commercial face recognition systems in real-world scenarios 
[61] seem to confirm this. 
 
Eigenface (and other appearance-based) approaches must be coupled with feature- or shape-based 
approaches to recognition, possibly including 3D data and models, in order to build systems that 
will be robust and will scale to real-world environments. Because many imaging variations 
(lighting, scale, orientation, etc.) have an approximately linear effect when they are small, linear 
methods can work, but in very limited domains. Eigenfaces are not a general approach to 
recognition, but one tool out of many to be applied and evaluated in context. The ongoing 
challenge is to find the right set of tools to be applied at the appropriate times. 
 
In addition to face recognition, significant progress is being made in related areas such as face 
detection, face tracking, face pose estimation, facial expression analysis, and facial animation. 
The “holy grail” of face processing is a system that can detect, track, model, recognize, analyze, 
and animate faces. Although we are not there yet, current progress gives us much reason to be 
optimistic. The future of face processing looks promising. 
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Figure Captions 
 
Figure 1. A simple example of principal component analysis. (a) Images with three pixels are 
described as points in three-space. (b) The subspace defined by a planar collection of these 
images is spanned by two vectors. One choice for this pair of vectors is the eigenvectors of the 
covariance matrix of the ensemble, u1 and u2. (c) Two coordinates are now sufficient to describe 
the points, or images: their projections onto the eigenvectors, (ω1, ω2). 
 
Figure 2. (a) Partially occluded face image from the test set and (b) its projection onto face space. 
The occluded information is encoded in the Eigenfaces. (c) Noisy face image and (d) its face 
space projection. 
 
Figure 3. The average face image x  and a set of Eigenface images. The Eigenfaces are real-
valued images scaled so that a value of zero displays as a medium gray, negative values are dark, 
and positive values are bright. 
 
Figure 4. (a) Original image. (b) Corresponding “distance from face space” (DFFS) map, where 
low values (dark areas) indicate the likely presence of a face.  
 
Figure 5. The initial implementation of the full almost-real-time Eigenfaces system, using simple 
motion analysis to restrict the search area (for the DFFS calculation).  
 
Figure 6. Two methods to reduce or eliminate the effect of background. (a) An original face 
image. (b) Multiplied by a Gaussian window, emphasizing the center of the face. (c) Multiplied 
by a binary face mask outlined by the operator (while gathering the training set). 
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